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Personal Reflection

Think back to the most difficult offense you’ve had to 
forgive, something for which the outcome turned out 
more than unresolved… closer to raw. Recall enough 
details to put yourself  back in the space where you were 
hurt, angry, and/or disoriented.

Now, imagine you’re talking with a friend, pastor, or 
counselor who “reads the Joseph narrative onto your 
story” telling you, in effect, “If  you do what Joseph did, 
God will do in your situation what God did in Genesis 
37-50.” What’s your reaction?



The Narrative of  Joseph

It involves great offenses: physical violence, lying, and 
human trafficking. It involves unexpected plot twists: 
favored son becomes slave becomes prisoner becomes vice 
president of  Egypt. It culminates with tears, embraces, and 
a memorable statement, “You meant evil against me, but 
God meant it for good, to bring it about that many people 
should be kept alive” (Genesis 50:20). It is easy to land a 
study of  Joseph’s life with:

1. If  Joseph can forgive his brothers for all they did, what can’t 
you forgive? And

2. If  God saved Israel through Joseph’s forgiveness, what 
might God do through yours?



Big Words of  the Day

“Hermeneutics” and “Exegesis” – the practice of  
rightly interpreting a written text, in this case, the Bible. 

Biblical Counseling is more than rightly interpreting 
the Bible. You can be right (accurate) about the Bible 
and wrong (unhelpful) about the person in front of  you.

Narratives may be one of  the easiest genres of  the 
Bible to do this with and forgiveness may be one of  
the most harmful subjects to be wrong about.



What Is Biblical Narrative?

Biblical narratives are the lived experiences of  real people 
told to highlight an aspect of  redemptive history. 

Contrast: Parable – a fictional story about fictional people 
told to illustrate one specific point.

The life of Joseph (Gen. 37-50) is narrative, not a 
parable, or a Rorschach test. We’re going to use the life 
of  Joseph as a case study for the proper use of  biblical 
narrative on a sensitive subject like forgiveness. 



4 Principles When Using Narrative

Outline for the remainder of  our time 
together:

1. Celebrate the main point of  the narrative 
and its place in redemptive history. 

2. Consider the human person in a larger divine 
narrative. 

3. Remember that biblical narratives are written 
with hindsight. 

4. Be prophetic on the main point and 
pastoral on the surrounding details.



1. Celebrate the Main Point

Preaching: Biblical text (study) towards people
Counseling: Person (listen) towards biblical text

This first point is a preaching/teaching point.

When done in harmony with the next three points, the truths of  
Genesis 37-50 are nourishing for everyone’s soul—even 
those currently experiencing deep relational pain. When 
celebrated without awareness of  these next three points, these truths 
can make God seem aloof  and the gospel seem dangerous 
for the offended. We will close this presentation trying to 
embody what it means to “Celebrate the Main Point” in 
harmony with the next three points.



2. Remember the Person

Often, we only use the experience of  human characters in 
the Bible to emotionalize a story. We talk about pain, fear, 
despair, etc. But, when we get to the main point, we talk as 
if  the redemptive elements resolve all these disruptions.

Let Joseph be a real person. This will help you allow your 
counselee to be a real person too.

Applying the Bible well is not a matching quiz between 
biblical narrative and our current life events. It requires 
discernment to determine what principles are present or 
absent from a biblical narrative in order to arrive at how to 
apply the point of  the text in our lives.



Humanizing Joseph I of  II

•Would/should Joseph have responded to his 
brothers the same way if  the brothers were still a 
threat to him?
•How much did Joseph’s seeing God’s redemptive 
hand saving his family from the famine impact his 
response? How often are we able to see clear 
redemptive elements in the fallout of  other people’s 
offenses? Does God always do that?
•Joseph had 20 years to process: What if  Genesis 50 
had occurred much closer to their original ambush 
of  Joseph in Genesis 37?



Humanizing Joseph II of  II

•Joseph had a chance to test the character of  his 
brothers before forgiving them (Genesis 44). 
What if  he did not have this information?
•Joseph’s brothers were repentant and owned 
their sin. What if  they still excused their actions 
based on their dad’s preferential treatment or 
the offensiveness of  Joseph’s teenage ego? 
Might Joseph have fed them (grace) but not 
given them the restored rights of  family 
members (reconciliation)?  If  so, would that 
have been wisdom or residual bitterness?



3. Account for Hindsight

Moses wrote the Genesis account about Joseph with several 
generations worth of  hindsight. We don’t make our 
decisions about forgiveness with hindsight. 

When we talk about Proverbs, we often, rightly, make the 
point: these are wisdom principles, not promises. We should be 
willing to make a similar statement about biblical narratives, 
which are histories, not prescriptions. 

These are the real stories of  real people who were a part of  
God’s plan to bring a remedy to the problem of  sin. These 
are not role plays where we memorize the lines of  the 
character we most identify with and are guaranteed a 
comparable outcome. 



4. Prophetic AND Pastoral

Prophetic: The main point of  a narrative about forgiveness tells us about 
God’s ultimate agenda. It does not tell us the timetable in which that agenda 
will play out in our lives. The Bible tells the stories that were central to 
redemptive history. We learn about them with hindsight and divine 
commentary. About the main points we can say with the confident voice of  a 
prophet, “See what God had done and trust God’s character.”

Pastoral: We navigate forgiveness midstory. We don’t get hindsight or divine 
commentary on our lives. We learn about God’s agenda of  restoration and 
his power to restore from biblical narratives. We don’t get a pacing guide, nor 
do we get an assessment of  the repentance/safety of  the person who 
harmed us. These are things we assess in order to make wise application of  
the teaching of  Scripture and represent the character of  God. 



Resume Your Reflection 

Return to the personal reflection you began with. Let’s 
try to be faithful with the Joseph narrative in light of  
what we’ve discussed.

•Did you feel alone in your pain?
•Did compounding events make you feel forsaken?
•Did you think your mistakes excused other’s sins?
•Did you think God was impatient with you?
•Did you fear that God expected you to forgive naively?
•Did you fear pain and betrayal would have the last word
over your life story?


